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accountability

active portfolio management, and, 27

collateral frameworks, and, 344

lending without collateral, and, 272

public institutional investors, and, 5

risk management functions, and, 451

strategic asset allocation, in, 72

active portfolio management

academic studies of, 23

additional costs, 23

competitive equilibrium, as part of, 24

discovering arbitrages, 25

diversifiable risk, cost of, 23

diversification, and, 25

industrial organisation, 23

make or buy decision, 26

mixed portfolios, 26

outsourcing, 27

portfolio management firms, nature of, 26

portfolio management industry, 25

public institutions, by, 23

qualities of managers, 24

types of funds, 25

usefulness of, 23

Advanced Measurement Approach (AMA), 446

alpha strategies, 219

application service providers (ASPs), 206

Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT), 71, 224

asset-backed securities (ABS), 349

asset-liability management (ALM) framework, 57–8

backdated transactions, 186

Banco de España

credit assessment system, 310

bank loans

collateral, as, 352

Bank of Japan

collateral framework, 341

credit assessment system, 311

banknotes

central bank profitability, and, 30

central banks’ capital, and, 36

denominations in circulation, 31

liquidation risk, and, 31

potential future decline of, 30

risks relating to, 31

seignorage, and, 31

withdrawal of right to issue, implications, 39

Banque de France

credit assessment system, 310

Basel Accord

bank capital, and, 34

Basel Committee for Banking Supervision

(BCBS), 446

benchmark portfolios, 158

Business Process Management (BPM)

operational risk management compared, 481

capital asset pricing model (CAPM), 18

multi-factor return decomposition models,

and, 224

risk-adjusted performance measures, and, 213

strategic asset allocation, and, 49

Capital Market Line (CML), 59

central banks

active investors, as, 26

agent of the people, as, 6

ALM approaches, 58

capital, role of, 34–41

collateral frameworks, see collateral

frameworks

conservative nature of, 118

credit assessment systems, 309

credit losses, 30

credit risk and, 118

currency appreciation, and, 14

currency risk, and, 119

derivatives, use of, 22

development of market intelligence, and, 9

diversification of portfolios, 10, 21, 118

excess reserves, and, 14

exposure to credit risk, 117
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central banks (cont.)

financial crisis management, 34, see Financial

crisis management

financial institution, as, 444

firm, as, 445

foreign exchange policies and reserves, 13, 14,

30, 33

FX markets, and, 90

FX valuation changes, 30

implicit capital, 8

independence of, 8

inflationary policies, and, 41

insider information, and, 9

investment horizon, 70

investment universe of, 117

lending without collateral, 272

operational risk management, see Operational

risk management

policy related risk factors, 29–34

policy tasks, 10–17

price stability, and, 35

profitability problems, 38

real bills doctrine, 12

reserves, growth of, 119

risk types, 15

segregation of domestic assets, 12

sterilising excess liquidity, 30

supply of deposits, 12

threats to profitability, 29

transparency, and, 8

withdrawal of right to issue currency, 39

Chinese walls, 9

meaning, 450

role of risk management, and, 450

collateral

assessment of compliance with eligibility

criteria, 352

asset types, 273

assessment of credit quality, 275, 305, 307–15

availability, 415

available amounts, 276

cash collateral, 279

central bank operations, for, 295

collateral eligibility, 279

collateralization, best practice, 280

cost-benefit analysis of, 284–300

counterparties, choice of, 345

credit risk assessment, 353–7

creditworthiness, 343

cross-border use of, 431

cut-off line, 274

distortions to asset prices, 344

easy pricing, 276

eligibility criteria, 348

Eurosystem approach, 277

frameworks compared, 342–8

haircut determination methods, 318

haircuts, 280

handling costs, 274, 276

inter-bank repurchase markets, for, 295

inter-bank transactions, 279

legal certainty, 275

limits, 337

liquidity, 276

marking to market, 315

mitigation of credit risk, and, 304

monitoring, 274

monitoring use of, 282

ranking of collateral types, 274

transparency and accountability, 344

type and quantity of, 343

valuation, 315

Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the

Treadway Commission, 448

compliance monitoring and reporting, 157

limits, and, 179

concentration, 142, 151

concentration risks 368–74

conditional forecasting

strategic asset allocation, and, 75

corner solutions, 68

corporate governance

structure, 447

counterparty borrowing limits

collateral, and, 356

counterparty Risk Management Policy Group II,

447

credibility

reputation risk, and, 7

credit derivatives

growth of market, 119

credit instruments

rate of return on, 119

credit rating agencies

criticisms of, 124

ECB use of, 174

credit rating tools (RTs)

collateral credit quality, and, 313

credit risk

assessment, 353–7

credit risk, definition, 117

currency risk, and, 119

data limitations, 122

default, and, 120

diversification of risk, 121

liquidity and security, and, 120

market risk models compared, 122

meaning, 303
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measuring risk, 119

mitigating, 303

mitigation of downside risk, 120

nature of risk, 117

pay off of credit instruments, 120

resource implications of investment, 120

return distribution of credit instruments, 122

return on investment grade credit, 119

credit risk modelling, 117–74

ECB’s approach, 122–42

asset correlation, 141

equity returns, 141

simulating, 360–6

simulation results, 142–52

validation of models, 145

sources of risk, 117

credit spreads

“credit spread puzzle”, 120

determinants of, 120

ECB credit risk model, and, 142

idiosyncratic risk, and, 121

limits of diversification, and, 121

currency risk, 119

data transfer infrastructure, 197

debt securities

foreign official institutions holding, 118

decision support framework

strategic asset allocation, and, 72

deflation

interest rates, and, 22

derivatives

central banks, and, 22

Deutsche Bundesbank

credit assessment system, 310

diversification

active portfolio management, and, 25

central banks, by, 10

corner solutions, and, 68

credit risk, 19, 121

limitations of, 121

optimal degree of, 17

emergency liquidity assistance (ELA), 394

enterprise risk system, 198

equity

central banks, and, 22

euro corporate bond market

financials, and, 121

European Bank for Reconstruction and

Development (EBRD), 117

European Central Bank (ECB)

approach to performance attribution, 257–67

benchmarks structure, 160

collateral framework, 341

credit limits, 173

credit risk modelling, approach to, 122–42

credit risk, and, 118

distribution of reports, 191

foreign currency assets, 165

foreign reserves, 160

investment framework and benchmarks, 160

investment portfolios, 159

investment process, 161

investment process, components of, 68–74

key risk indicators (KRIs), use of, 485

market risk control framework, 165

operational risk management framework, 462

performance measurement, 219–21

portfolio management, 159–61

tasks of, 6, 11

reporting for investment operations, 193

strategic asset allocation, and, 52

European Investment Bank (EIB), 117

Eurosystem, 159

governance of, 159

Eurosystem Credit Assessment Framework

(ECAF), 308, 313

performance monitoring framework, 315

excess reserves

definition, 14

Federal Reserve

Qualified Loan Review (QLR) program, 312

Federal Reserve Board

collateral framework, 341

financial crisis management, 394–438

aggregate excess liquidity injection, 397

availability of collateral, 416

central bank borrowing facility, 417

central bank operational framework, role, 416

central bank’s ability to secure claims, 405

constructive ambiguity, 411

cross-border use of collateral, 431

ELA provided by other banks, 407

emergency liquidity injections, 422

emergency solvency assistance, 398

end-of-day borrowing facility, 417

equal access measures, 396, 420–32

individual access measures, 398

individual banks measures, 432–5

inertia principle, 418

intra-day payment system, 417

key lessons from 19th century, 399

moral hazard, 406

motivations for, 403

narrowing spread of borrowing facility, 427

negative externalities of illiquidity, 403
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financial crisis management (cont.)

reserve requirements, 418

risk taking, and, 34

special lending, rate of provision, 414

special liquidity supplying operations, 397

spread of borrowing facility, 397

superior knowledge of central bank, 405

swap operations, 431

typology of measures, 396–9

widening of collateral set, 397, 428

fixed set up costs

diversification, and, 19

fixed-income performance attribution models, 249

Foreign Exchange Counterparty Database

(FXCD), 201

foreign exchange rate policies

implementation, 13

foreign exchange rates

central banks’ policy, and, 33

modelling, 86

risk integration, 57

costs of holding, 33

foreign reserves

ALM, and, 58

best practice for, 33, 448

currency composition of, 22

growth in, 13

social welfare, and, 6

sovereign bonds, investment in, 21

US policy on, 14

global investment performance standards (GIPS),

208

gold reserves

foreign reserves, and, 22

governance structures

asset allocation, and, 69

government bonds

fixed income securities, and, 18

liquidity of, 282

government paper

excessive purchases of, 9

government securities

collateral frameworks, and, 344

public institutional investors, and, 5

haircuts, 306–33

average issue size, 329

basic VaR related haircuts, 321

bid-ask spread, 330

credit risk adjusted haircuts, 333

defining liquidity categories, 331

determination methods, 318

effective supply, 329

liquidity risk adjusted haircuts, 323–33

headline risk, 7

hedge funds

diversification, and, 25

independence

central banks, of, 7

index selection, 58

inertia principle

financial crisis management, 417

inflation

banknotes in circulation, and, 33

benchmark rates of, 33

interest rates, and, 32

insider information

central banks, and, 9, 450

insolvency

role of capital, and, 34

integrated risk management, 41–7

best practice, 41

business activities, 43

business model, 42

complete list of risk factors, 46

consistent risk measures, 47

distorted allocations of risk budget, 47

efficient frontier, 42

franchise capital, 44

parameters of risk control framework, 47

policy handbook, 46

profit-loss asymmetries, 45

public investors, for, 43–7

reputation risks, 45

risk budgets, 42

risk factors, 42

risk return preferences, 44

scenario analysis, 47

segregation of risk management, 46

social welfare, and, 46

sources of risk aversion, 44

taxation, 42

interest rates

central banks’ inside information, and, 9

deflation, and, 32

real, 33

setting, 12, 32

internal ratings based (IRB) system, 311, 446

International Monetary Fund (IMF)

strategic asset allocation, and, 52

international Operating Working Group

(IORWG), 460

investment horizon

strategic asset allocation, and, 70

ISDA’s Guidelines for Collateral Practitioners

collateralization, and, 280
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IT

applications, 200

architecture and standards, 197

build or buy, 204–6

data transfer infrastructure, 197

development support, 200

enterprise risk system, 198

integrated risk management system, 197

outsourcing, 206

application service provider solutions, 206

projects, 203

reporting infrastructure, 198

risk data warehouse, 198

risk management IT team, 199

risk management, and, 196

systems support and operations, 199

Key Risk Indicators (KRIs)

operational risk management, and, 485

lender of last resort (LOLR), 394

limits

risk mitigation tool, as, 337

liquidation risk

banknotes, and, 31

liquidity risk, 20

banknotes, and, 31

meaning, 176

liquidity-related risks

simulating, 366

maintenance costs

diversification, and, 19

market intelligence

central banks, and, 9, 27

market risk, 118

composition of, 162

definition, 162

ECB control framework, see European Central

Bank

measurement, 164

marking to market, 306

collateral valuation, and, 315

Markowitz portfolio optimization model, 68

Matlab, 202

mean-variance portfolio theory, 58

modern Portfolio Theory, 58

monetary policy

implementation, 12, 272

operations, 35

inter, 32

Monte Carlo method

credit risk estimation, 379

empirical results on variance reduction, 384

importance sampling, 380

Quasi-Monte Carlo methods, 382

multi-factor return decomposition models,

224–8

Arbitrage Pricing Theory, 224

choice of risk factors, 226

parameterizing, 226

multi-factor return decomposition models

empirical multi-factor models, 227

non-alienable risks, 20

Oesterreichische Nationalbank

credit assessment system, 311

open market operations (OMOs)

emergency liquidity injections through, 422

operational risk management, 460

active benchmarking initiatives, 462

bottom up self-assessments, 479

central bank specific challenges, 463–5

ECB framework, 462

ECB governance model, 479

governance of, 483

inherent risk vs worst case scenario, 467

International Operating Working Group

(IORWG), 460

KRIs and, 484

lifecycle of, 471

likelihood/impact matrix, 467

normal business conditions vs worst case

scenarios, 466

operational risk, definition, 465–8

overarching framework, as, 468

reporting, 484

risk as distribution, 466

risk impact grading scale, 473

risk tolerance guidelines, 474

taxonomy of operational risk, 469, 470

tolerance policy, 472

top down self-assessments, 476–9

optimization, 58

outsourcing

active portfolio management, 27

passive portfolio management

definition, 18

payment systems

unrenumerated liabilities, and, 11

performance attribution, 222–68

active investment decision process, and, 242

Arbitrage Pricing Theory, 224

performance attribution modelling, 223

ECB approach to, 257–67

fixed income portfolios, 228–41
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performance attribution (cont.)

fixed-income performance attribution analysis,

223

fixed-income performance attribution models,

241–57

multi-factor return decomposition models, see

Multi-factor return decomposition models

prime objective, 222

range of performance determinants, 242

return-driving risk factors, 223

single period/multiple periods, 243

tailored reports, 242

performance measurement, 207

active performance, 217

active positions, and, 208

benchmark portfolios, 207

Capital Asset Pricing Model, 213

ECB, at, 219–21

extension to value-at-risk, 216

GIPS requirements, 220

information ratio, 217, 220

literature on, 208

passive performance, 215

performance analysis, meaning, 207

reward-to-VaR ratio, 216, 220

risk-adjusted performance measures, 213–19

rules for return calculation, 208–13

Sharpe ratio, 214, 220

total performance, 214

Treynor ratio, 215, 220

private information

diversification, and, 19

public institutional investors

‘big’ investors, as, 10

accountability and transparency, 5

active investors, as, 26

active portfolio management, 6, 9, 21, 23

credibility, and, 7

diversification of assets, 19–24

foreknowledge, 6

governance standards, and, 7

Government securities, and, 5

headline risk, 7

importance of, 3

independence, and, 7

industry failures, and, 17

investors’ preferences, and, 5

large implicit economic capital, and, 8

market intelligence, 9, 27

non-alienable risks, 20

normative theory of investment behaviour, 3

organisational flexibility, 4

outsourcing active management, 27

passive portfolio management, 18

payments to owners, and, 6

portfolio managers, 5

private sector techniques, and, 7

remoteness of activities, 8

reputation risk, 20

risk aversion, and, 17

share of equity, 18

social welfare, and, 6, 27

transparency and accountability, and, 27

Quasi-Monte Carlo methods, 382

rating methodologies, 168

ratings

limitations of, 124

rating aggregation, 169

real bills doctrine, 12

repo portfolios

concentration risks, 368

Credit Value-at-Risk, 376

expected shortfall, 376

liquidity-related risks, simulating, 366

Monte Carlo method, 379

residual risk estimation, 387

risk measurement for, 359–93

simulating credit risk, 360

reporting

accuracy, 190

availability of necessary data, 191

delivery of, 191

ECB investment operations, for, 193

framework for, 190

IT infrastructure, 198

level of detail, 190

objectivity and fairness, 190

operational risk management, for, 484

portfolio managers, 189

risk and performance, on, 189

timeliness, 190

repurchase transactions

cash leg, 303

collateral leg, 304

credit risk, 304

market and liquidity risk, 304

reputation risk

credit exposures, and, 45

definition, 7

integrated risk management, and, 45

non-alienable risk factor, as, 20

public institutions, and, 7

quantifying, 45

transparency, and, 8

residential mortgages

funding of in Europe, 348
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residual risk estimation

credit quality of issuers and counterparties, 390

Eurosystem credit operations, for, 387–92

expected shortfall in base case scenario, 388

liquidity time assumptions, 389

return calculation

rules for, 208–13

risk control framework, 157–206, 306, 317, 331,

339, 353, 357

aim of, 157

coherence of, 162

components of, 157

credit risk limits, 166

defining limits, 161

ECB’s credit limits, 173

enforcement of, 157

exposure calculation, 172

factors driving relevant industries, 169

inputs to limit setting formulas, 167

internal credit rating system, 169

limit compliance monitoring, 179

limits, 161–78

liquidity limits, 176

market measures of credit risk, monitoring, 169

market risk limits, 162

rating methodologies, 168

risk and performance reporting, 189

strategic benchmarks, maintenance of, 188

validation of prices transacted at, 182

valuation at end of day prices, 181

risk data-warehouse, 198

Risk Engine, 201

risk management, 271

accountability, 451

adequacy of resources, 454

Basel Committee for Banking Supervision, 446

best practices, 445–8

central banks’, 3

Chinese wall principle, 450

corporate governance structure, 447

divisional responsibilities, 455

independence, and, 448

interest rate risk, 446

internal control systems, 447

middle office functions, 455

monetary policy operations, 271, 455

operational risks, 457

organizational issues, 443, 444

relevance of in central banks, 444

risk management culture, 457

strategic level of decisions, 455

supervisory process, 446

transparency, 451

risk mitigation techniques, 277

haircuts, 278

limits, 278

valuation and margin calls, 277

risk-adjusted performance measures, 213–19

RiskMetrics, 166

RiskMetrics RiskManager, 202

semi-passive portfolio management, 208

Sharpe ratio, 214

short selling, 64

spreadsheets, 202

static data

maintenance of, 187

strategic asset allocation, 49–116

active portfolio management, 55

aims, 49

application of, 99–116

benchmark allocation, 75

benchmark process, 52

calculation of returns, 87

Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM),

and, 49

Capital Market Line (CML), 59

conditional forecasting, 75

corner solutions, 68

credit risk modelling, and, 123

decision support framework, 58

degrees of complexity, 54

delegation of responsibilities, 53

discretization, 95

ECB investment process, 68–74

foreign reserve holdings, 91

IMF guidelines, 51

index selection, 58

integration of different risks, 57

internalization of process, 54

investment horizon, 54

investment universe, 99

investors’ expectations, 63

length of investment horizons, 63

level of liquidity, 53

macro economic scenarios, 104

macro model for multiple currency areas, 77

macro-economic variables, 75

mean-variance portfolio theory, 58

model for credit migrations, 83

modelling exchange rates, 86

multi-currency model, 93

non-normal scenario, to, 111

normative considerations, 51

objective function and constraints, 100

optimal portfolio allocations, 109

optimization models for shortfall approach,

89–98
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strategic asset allocation (cont.)

portfolio optimization, 51, 58–68

return distributions, 64

short selling, 64

single market model, 97

starting yield curves, 104

stochastic factors, modelling, 75–89

strategic benchmark, 52

utility functions, 63

viewbuilding, 56

yield curve model, 80

yield curve projections and expected returns,

105

sub-prime turmoil 2007, 297

taxation

integrated risk management, and, 42

time-weighted rate of return (TWRR), 209

tolerance bands

ECB calculation of, 184

Total Quality Management (TQM)

operational risk management compared, 481

transaction costs

diversification, and, 19

transparency

central banks, and, 9

public institutional investors, and, 5

reputation risk, and, 7

Treynor ratio, 215

unsecured bonds

collateral, as, 349

Wallstreet Suite, 179, 201
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